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INTRODUOTIOB 

The beat-known early investigator of the spectrum. was Sir Iasae Nnton,

who in 1666 inserted a prism in a beam of sunlight shining into a dark room 

8lld. saw a b8lld. of oolors on the wall.. By using a lens in conjunction with 

the prism he was able to spread the colors out into a fairly pure spectrum 

10 inchea long. He fell short of reproducing a spectroscope of the modern 

type only because he let the light shine through a round hole instead of a 

narrow slit. Thus Newton led the way :tor the exploration of the composite 

nature of lig;ht and finally that of all electromagnetio waves. 

There are many 'W'ey'S or stu~ng the composite nature of these radiations. 

The instruments used are ealled spectrographa, spectromet.ers. or speetrosoopea,

depending on how the device indicates the results. The spectrum has been de

fined as the ordered arrangement of ra.diation a.o.cording to wave length. Eleo

tromagnetie radiations have been discovered that have wave lengths of every 

value in the range from thousands of kilometers to trillionths of a millimeter,. 

or from .SO-cycle current to gamma-rays. A complete eleetromagnetic apeotrum 

would comprise all these rad.iat1-ons arranged in order from the longest to the 

shortest wave lengths. Since no single instrument exists that will separate 

radiation contei n:f ng all these wave length.a into a spectrum. the electromag

netic spectrum has been divided into various "regiena" in accordance with the 

type ot instrument used to produce and detect the waves of various lengths. 

The accomplishments achieved by scientists through use of the apectro

acope form a list so imposing as to leave no doubt that this instrument is 

one of' the most p<nrertul now available for investigating the natural universe. 

But apectroseopy is valuable not only to the research scientist; it is finding 

increasing use in technologi.eal laboratories. Todau directors of such varied 

enterprises as factories, assay offices. arsenals, mines,- c:rin'le detection 
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bureaus., public h-ealth. departments., hospitals. museums. and technical research 

inati tutes consider aceess to spectrosoopio equipment essential to the proper 

.tunctioning of their lab.oratories. 

Spectra mq be divided gen-e-rally into emis-sion and absorption types. 

Ultraviolet light. X.rqs. white light• and infra.red light are used for the 

exciting radiation in the emission type. This wave length range is tram about 

10-S centimeters to 10.,.. e.entuneters. 

The abJorption type ma;r als.o be subdiTided aceording to the nature 0£ the 

radiation absorbed. Thus the,re are ultravi.olet. X-~ .. white,. light., infrared 

and microwa.v• absorption spectra.. The wave length range for such spectra is 

from about ltr8 centimeters to 101 centimeters. 

In this paper only microwave absorption spectra will be oonsidered. 

Stu~ in microwave spectrascopy is usually confined to the investigation or 

compounds having the larger molecular make-up. because of the frequency limi

tations imposed by the microwave equipment. Microwave spectroscopy is a com. 

para ti vely new method tor obtaining information about molecular strueture and 

research workers are gaining an increasing interest in its application. 

The effect ot Wo~ld War II on microwave speetroacopy was as manifold as 

in other fields. During the national emergency 'While government spending was 

at its peak..- laboratories..,. equipment~ and personnel were directed. toward the 

research and development of mierowave equipment and its use. Atter the war. 

great advancements in this field were mao.e and the ground ark laid for future 

developments as the knowled.ge acquired during the war was made available to 

all research workers. 
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OH.APTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF SOLUTION 

The initial problem was the . construction o£ a microwave spectroscope of 

the absorption type capable of world.Dg in the 3 to 4.5 centimeter wave length 

range. This spectroseope was to be capable o£ · generating electromagnetic 

radiation or these wave lengths and also of detecting and diti'erentiating 

between the various types of absorption. thereby indicating only the absorp ... 

tion taking plae.e within the specimen gas.. Finally. equipment was to be 

devised i'or measuring the .frequenoy ot ·the electremagn.etic radiation being 

absorbed.. 

The construction problem can best be disoussed by considering separ

ately the various components of the spectroscope. which is shown in ·Fig. 1. 

The source of materials consisted chiefly of pieces o£ war surplus equip... 

ment. some of which could be used intact aa basic component.a. and others ot 

which had to be modified to tit the prescribed needs. Since there was no 

inventory o£ the surplus equipment available some difficulty wu encountered 

in procuring the needed cemponents. OQDSid&rable cli.ttkul ty was also -ex

perienced in loe.ating schematic diagrams. instruction books. and other 

sources of data tor th.is surplus equipment once it was obtained. As a re

aul t. some ,time was spent in investigating the possibility .of its use in the 

. micrQWave speotroa-cope. 

In assembllng the parts. search was first launched tor a mierowave 

oscillator, the heart of the spectroscope. This was found in a surplus Navy 

radar test set, the ,TS-35• which contains a S..centimeter klystron oscillator 

complete with power supply. Next a transmission system to guide the micro

waves was procured. An alternate size of wave guide. rather than that 

which fits the TS-35. was chosen beoauae of its availability. It was 
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aal.i,aged fr.am a surplus Navy antenna unit. the AN/APS 18A. Crystal detectors 

and their mcnmts were £ound both in the TS-35 and in a surplus wavemeter 

which also hod coaxial fittings to an air-type horn. the Navy type il/ 48uP. 

Equipment used from the physics laboratory included a R. o. A. Model 640 

radio frequency signal generator. a surplus BC--348 radio receiver. and a 

5-inch oath.ode r,q oscilloscope. Equipment built from parts izJcluded a saw

tooth generator. a difference amplifier. and microwave transmission horns. 

attachable to the wave guide. 

Ona of the foremost problems whioh presented i tselt early in the con. 

struction of this spectroscope was the measurement of the frequency of' the 

klyatron. There were s&veral wa.vemeters available but none was calibrated., 

and no standard was i'omid in 'this inmediate area. Because the expense 9f ll 

precision.-type calibrated wavemeter was prohibitive much time was spent in 

devi~d.ng another method of masuring the frequency. The id.ea or meking use 

of standing waves was adopted. since there was available both a suitable 

deflection plate end a. vertical oa.thetometer tor the accurate measurement 

ot distances. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY OF :MICRONAVE SPECTRA AND OF OPERATION OF EQUIFMENT 

A. Uiorowa.ve s;eectra 

The ~ioal interpretation of molecular spectra is steadily beooming 

more and more iq>ortant. The technique of miorowave absorption. first dis

covered in 1934 by Cleeton and Williama;' is directed toward th.is physical 

interpretation 0£ molecules. 

The study of micrawave absorption can be presently divided into three 

general fields of' interest. The first field of interest is in determird ng 

the gaseous dielectric constant. This study infers a. dipole moment which 

must fit .in with the molecular sizes determined from eleetron diffraction 

and also be related to the temperature coef'f'i.cient of viacosi ty • The second 

field or interest is the study of microwave absorption. whioh enables inf'or-

mation to be ga1nsd on collision processes. This in turn involves the force, 

between molecule.a. The third field ot interest is the study of the ef'teet 

or electric and magnetic. fields on microwave spectra. It has been shown that 

this can lead to the determination of nuclear spin. 

The spectrum emitted by any given kind of molecule can be divided into 

three classii'ications which correspond to- di.tf' erent types of transitions 

between moleeular quantum states. Thus th.ere are rotation spectra, vibration-

rotation spectra. and electronic spectra. 

In consideration of the rotation .spectra. suppose a molecule were a 

rigid structure but contained electrical charges so disposed that the mole-

cule podaee&ed an eleotrio moment. If such a molecule were to rotate. 

aceording to the claasieal theory. it would emit radiation for essentially 

1 Cleeton and Williams. "Electromagnetic Wave.a or 1.1 om. Wave-Length 
and the Absorption Spectrum.," Physical Review., 45 (February. 1934) .• 234-9,. 
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the same reason that an electron revolving in a eirele would radiate. It is 

readily seen that the radiation would consist of sine waves having a single 

frequency. the frequency of rotation. Conversely. radiation falling upon 

such a mole:eule would tend to set it into rotation-. energy of the radiation 

being at the same tim.e absorbed. A ff1'N spectral lines corresponding to this 

simple picture have been observed in the far inf'r.ared and microwave regions 

and are said to constitute the rotation spectra. 

In regard to the vibration,.rotation apectra., if the molecule were not 

rigid but contained atoms capable of vibration under elastic forces about 

equilibrium positions. and if the chemical binding were of the ionic type., 

so th.at some atoms contained en excess of positive charge and others an ex

cess ot negative. radiation would be emitted by the vibrating atoms as they 

moved book and forth. Unless the molecule were rotating at the same time. 

the frequency emitted would be divided into two lines having frequencies 

respectively greater or less than the f'i-equency of i;he atomic vibration .. 

Although still periodic., the vibrations would no longer be simple harmonic. 

'l'he radiation emitted could then be resolved by Fourier analysis into wave 

trains with frequencies representing the runcl-amental end harmonics 0£ the 

atomic vibrations. Each of these separate frequencies would then be split 

up further by rotation of the molecule. 

In the electronic speotra an electron in the molecule might vibrate by 

itself' and so radiate or absorb. 'l'he emitted radiation would be arreeted. 

however• bO'l.h by the vibration of the atoms in the molecule and by the ro. 

tation of the molecule as a whole. The rotation of the molecule would tend 

to split up the emitted lines as in the emission of the vibratioi:..rotation 

spectrum. 
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The first claasU'1cation. rotation spec'.tra. will be the only caae con-

aidere_d. becaue or the llm1 ted. range of frequency of microwave spectroscopy. 

Ir a molecule undergoes a transition between two energy lvvela very close to-

gather. miorotra.ve absorption results. The energy equivalent to one quantum 

at 10 .ooo megacycles., the approximate upper Um1 t or the frequency or the 

equipment described in th.is paper. is given by the product of h. Planck' a 

constant. and t., the frequency. This product is equal to (6.6 x 10·27) 

(1 x 1010) ergs or o .. 66 x 10-16 ergs,. which is equivalent to 4.1 x 10·5 

electron vol ts per molecule or o.96S calories per mole. This is very JIDlch 

leas th.an that of the mildest ch-emieal reaction between ordinary molecules. 

It is also tar leas than the usual energy separation be'tnen levels due to 

electronic transitions or to 'rlbra.tion in or-di.nary molecules. On the other 

hand. 'the energy of separation between rotation levels is not so large. 

'The relation between angular momentum and energy is round to be the 

same according to wave mechanics and in olassieal 'theory. For the elus1c-al. 

theo-r, the angular momentum G • Iw.- and the energy W • 1/2 Iw2 ~ where I de

note.a moment or inertia and w the angular veloei ty. Therefore W = o2 /21. 

Inserting hen the wave-mechanical value for the square of angular momentum., 

Then 

~ • J(J + l)h2 
411'l 

w • h2f(J + ll 
8112! 

where the quantum number J oan have the values o. l ,. 2. 3., ... • eto. For 

an ordinary linear molecule like iodine mono(l)bloride., !Cl $5 •· the moment of 
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inertia I,. perpendicular to the axis or the molecule., is 2.4 x 10-18 gl''8m,. 

am..2. 2 Thua, the separation value between the first two energy levels 1a 

0.2.a x 10·16 ergs which is of the· order of energy- f'ound tor one quantum of 

the 10.000 mega.cycle energy. Th-e separation or rotational levels is there

fore one which .is of the right order. and it ma¥ be expected that microwave 

spectra will be concened with the rotational lewl&. Measurements on ro

tational -leTels yield information about the moments of inertia of a· molecule 

which in turn is a alue to the co-rreot moleeular struoture. TQ.e rotational 

lines are very sharp• and the DlDI!lents of inertia so deduced are in very- close 

agreement with the theoretically predicted values. 

B. 0£!!:ation !!!_ Equ1P!9!t 

W.orowa.ve spectro.s:copy is the study or the absorption of microwave radi-

ation propagated thr.ough a specimen gas. The eonatruetion and as.sembl,-ng of 

the equipment mentioned 1n Chapter I was dire.cted ton.rd auch a study. 

Two gen&ral methods may be used in making this study with the assembled 

apparatus. The f:t.rst invol ws direct detection and the second_ the het&r~ 

dyne principle. 

The direot detection method. Fig. 2a. utilizes a miel'owave oaeillator . 

with ita output directed into two arms. tlle control arm and the specimen 

arm. The control arm inolude_s an attenuator and orystru detector. The 

specimen arm incorporates a calibrated ~avemeter. apeo~ chamber. and 

eryatru detector. The pressurized specimen ahamber 1n which the gas is 

i.'JGnfinEJd conaiat.a ot a section of wave guide serued at both ends with mica 

2 Richard T. Weidner., "The Mio-rowave Spectrum of Iodine Monoohloride 
at 4 1/2 Centimeters Wave Length." Fhysi'.oal Rm•, 12 (November. 1947). 
1268-9. 
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windows. The outputs oi' both arms are detected by means of crystal detectors 

an4, fed to a. di.ff erenoe, amplli'ier. The dii'.f'erence amplifier output is placed 

01=1 the vertioal defleetion plates. of an oscilloscope as indica~ed in the 

blook, diagram ot Fig. 2&. The range e£ the oscillator frequency and. the 

h.ori~ontal sweep ot the oscilloscope .are controlled and ~onized by the 

output voltage f'rcm a saw-tooth gen&rator·. With thi~ arrsngement absorption 

tald.ng place in the specimen gaa causes the outputs tram the two detectors to 

dif'fer. resulting in a vertical def'leeticm. on the oscilloscope. Thia de

flection 1.s in the form ot a "pip" at a position on the BW&ep corresponding 

to the absorption frequency:. Absorption by the wavemeter will Ge.use a 

aµdlar "pip•. By tuning the wavem.eter this "pip" Jll8iY be superimpo.sed en 

th.at due to the absorption in the gas. Th.is provides a convenient meana .of 

measuring the absorption. frequency,. Th(t control arm is al.s.o u-eed to deter

mine the amount ot attenuation in the specimen gas at the absorption .fl"equon.cy. 

The gueous dielectric constant i.s calculated t'rom the measured attenuation. 

A v~iation 0£ this method is shown in Fig. 2b.. In this cue. the out

put of the Bam[t oscillator is eonneoted through sections of wave guide and a 

calibrated wavemeter to radiating hom,a~ between which a plastic bag cen

tainS:ng the apeeimen gas is i.naerted. Thia plastic bag is transparent to 

the , mioNWaves. Again-. the output is detected by a crystal deteo1,or and fed. 

to the d.itt'erenoe amplifier as in Fig. aa. An impede.nee mateh between the 

control arm and the specimen 81"m is obtained by a second set o£ horns with 

only air in between. 3 The output from the control arm is de'teeted. and tncli

cated. in. the same manner as tor th.e specimen arm. Th.is arrangEIIIient is con.

wnient £or the ~alysis of specimens in the liquid and selid state. as well 

.s A. E. Harrison. llyatron Tube•- pp. 216-217. 
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as the gas'&ous state. The same method of determining the absorption t'requency 

ms::, be used as is employed in the . first arrangement. 

In the heterodyne detection method illustrated by the block diagram o£ 

Fig. 3., e. radio f'requeney signal generator is used to frequency modulate- the 

microwave oscillatol". This oscillator frequency is still controlled by the 

sawtooth generator. 'The frequency modulated output is di:reoted thl"oug.b. 

se:otioe of wave guide to the calibrated wa"V9llleter and the speoimen gu e11i

olosed, in a pressurized section or wave guide. This trequeney _modulated 

signal is also amplitude modulated at an audio rate on passing through the 

gas. it absorption takes pl~ at only certain disorete frequencies. This. 

amplitude mo:dulation arise.a because the wa..ve train is attenuated by the 

absorption only at those points at ~oh the :f'requenoy of the waves oorras

ponds to the absorption frequency.. If ,u,sorption takes place in the Speci

men chamber, a greater amomit .of power is consumed and there is an increase 

in amplitude modulation that can be ob-served on the oscilloscope. The 

-aryste.l detector removes the mier01Jaire -component ancj. the reme.1.ning , radio 

frequency signal. waplitude modulated at an audio rate,. is connected by 

means of coaxial c.able to the antenna of a commercial radio reo~iver. Here• 

the racli..o frequency signal is remove<t and the amplif"ied audio envelope is 

placed on the vertical deflection plates of the oscilloscope.. Again the 

absorption frequency mq be datermineg, as "in the t1rst method. 
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CHAPTER III 

eONS'l'RUCTIOX. DESIGN AND TESTING OF EQUIPMENT 

In this chapter the canponents will be treated indi vi.dually in order to 

elarify the details of each part of the apparatus.. 

There was no schematic diagram. available for the Navy test s·et TS-S5. 

However.. in Fig. . 4 there is a schemati,o diagram drawn from an inspection o.f 

the equipment. The frequency or the reflex klya'tron~ the 72Z A or 2ns. was 

controlled by the potential applied to its repeller grid. Repeller grid 

voltages are listed in Table I with the correspoDding klystron output wave 

length a:nd .frequency. 180 volts is the maximum safe operating potential 

cm the repeller grid of the klystron. This limits the highest .t'requen.oy 

attainable. 

In a.electing the wave guide to be used to transmit the microwa-veg two 

predominate factors had to be kept in mind~ The i'irs-t of' these was the in

herent. characteristios o£ a particular size o£ wave guide., and the aeeond 

was the availability or that size •. 

Throughout the transmiasion s:ystom an attempt was made to use only the 

TEo.;i. (transverse electrie) mode. thereby having in prin~iple only the first 

harmonic of the microwave oscillator to deal with. This was to simplify the 

determination or frequency and the observation ot absorption in the g:aa. 

The usable wa4f!e length range for the TE0•1 mode for wave guide et A.rBf¥-Na-vy 

type number RG-:51/u is tram 3 to 4. J6 cm.• w1 th cutoff' wave length at s . 1 

~ 1 This is the type of wave guide which is inc,orporated in the TS-35 and 

is ideal for the experimental setup with regard to the inherent character-

l Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation. Reference Da.ta for Radio ----·-----Engineers. Third Edition.. P• 849. 
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TABLE I 

FREQUENCY RANGE 

REPELLER GRID HALF~AVE WAVE LENGTH FREQUEBCY 
VOLTS LENGTH (CE.) (OMS.) (MEGACYCIES) 

170 1 •. 649 3..280 9146 
160 l.74! 3.484 8611 
150 l.'180 3.·S60 8427 
140 l.787 s.574 839·4 
120 1.ss.3 3.766 1966 
100 l.986 3.972 7553 

80 2.03.9 4.018 1Wl 
60 2.oso 4.160 7212 
40 2.127 4.264 7062 
80 2.184 4.368 6868 
0 2.274 4.648 '35~6 
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istic:a of the wave guide. However~ this type or wave guide was not avail-

able and resort waa made to the standard 3 cm. wave guide whose ~-Navy 

type number is RG-52/u~ The usable wave length range for the same mode with 

thia wave guide i,s i'ram a.4 to 3 •. 66 cm. . ., with the cutoff wave length at 4.57· 

=•. Coxmeetion of th.e standri WU'& guide to the larger wave guide in the 

!S~IS was made by a reducing •L• •. The TEo,1 mode 0£ the microwaves is at

tenuated o._076 decibels per foot in the standard 3 cm. wave guide and o.,050 

decibels per toot in the wave guide i~orporated in the TS-35·• 2 The smaller 

size wave guide oauaea notieeable attenuation 0£ the microwaves in the l•er 

trequency range of the oscillator. The relative power output.a at different 

trequenoiea 'ftr-8 observed from the reading.a of the microammeter on the 

coaxial wavemeter., the X..6177 A. 

The physic-al 1.ooation of the varieble attenuators on the TS.35 is in 

the wave guide between the klystron. resonant chamber and series tee. Their 

posi tlon in the experimental set up can be i'otmd by ref erring to Figs. 2a. 

2b., and 3. One purpoae of the attenuators is to act aa a control on the 

signal output by introducing a variable an.ount of inductive, reactance ill 

the aystem. By using the attenuators a reference level for the amplitude 

0£ the output can be esta.bliShed and this value reestablished fer each trial 

made on the specimen gaa. There was no instrument such as a bolometer avail-

able tor the direC't measurement of power output. However. by cal.ibrating 

the attenuators a ratio of powers could be obtained. 

The klystron -was adjusted tor maxillDun power output as indicated on the 

2 Ibid. -
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micro.ammeter ·on the TS-35. At this time the reading of the microammeter ..on 

th& coaxial wavemeter was reeorded. This reading was proportional to the 

maximum powe.r output., . The klystron was then adjusted for nrln;imnm power out. 

put and in a. similar manner a reading .from the· mierommneter of the wavemeter 

whioh was proportional to the minimum pawer output was recorded. The ra-tio 

of ma;dmum pGW'&r to m:Jnirrnm power was thus determined for a particular setting 

.of the attenuator dials. The ssme prooedure was followed for each oombinati.on 

or tb.e two attenuators dial settings. Gannectian between the. wave guide and 

the wavemeter was made by use o£ the air-type horns. the Navy type M-48/uP • 
Table II lists the calibration of the variable attenuators in terms of tm, 

ratio or maximum. powecr to miJ:1:Jnuun power and also gives the same ratio e~ 

pressed in decibels. 

The a-eh.ematic diagram of th.e saw-tooth generator 1a in Fig., s. Th.is 

circuit makes use of an 884 thyratron tube and a 6G6 power pentode :to main,. 

tain a constant ob.arging current. The accomparqing graph o.t Fig. 5 indi

o.ates the variation of smr-tooth .trequency with change in outp·'1t vol ts. 

To determine the trequenoy of the microwaves. etamling wave measure

ment.a were made using a vertical cathetamet:er and metal deflection plate. 

The vertical ce.thetometer vernier scale had a le:ast oount of five-thousandths 

o.t a centimeter. '.rhe det'leetion plate held at right angles to the oath.et°""' 

i118ter was nioired p8i:'al.lel to the radiation from the air-type horn., until a 

me:rl:mum reading was obtained on the output microammeter of' tile TS-35. Af.'ter 

the reading was recorded,. the deflection plate was again moved 'Ul:Itil the 

position for the next maximum on the meter was determined. The di..ff erenoe 

between the two readings is one-half wave length of the microwaves being 

measured. !his proce.ss was continued until .five more consecutive haU'-wave 
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TABLE II 

CALIBRATION OF ATTENUATORS 

ATT-2 Aff-1 PQTER MAX./ Pa«ER MIN. 

2 0 4 
4 0 16 
6 0 64 
8 0 2.56 

10 0 10%4 

0 2 4 
0 4 16 
0 6 64 
0 8 256 
0 10 1024 

2 2 16 
4 2 64 
6 2 266 
8 2 1024 

ATT•2 il'T-1 DECIBELS 
10 log (P max./ P min.) 

2 0 6.2 
4 0 12.0 
6 0 18.1 
8 e 24.1 

10 0 30.l 

0 2 6.2 
0 4 12.0 
0 6 18 • .l 
0 8 24.l 
0 10 30.l 

2 2 12.0 
4 2 18.l 
6 % 24.l 
8 2 30.l 
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point readings were obtained. The five half-wave lengths were averaged to 

obtain a value of greater aacuracy. In Table III these are tabulated with 

the respectin repeller grid voltages on the reflex klystron. Thia method 

~ measuring frequency proved to have an average deviation from the mean of 

5.14 per cent. Fig, 6 is a plot of .frequency in ld.lamegacyolea against 

repeller grid voltage. 

Greater accuracy in the half ... wave length determination could have 

been attained by using another eathetometer capable ot :measuring to one tem,.. 

thousand.th or a centimeter. This was unwarranted. however, due to faulty

ourrent regulator tubes within the TS-35., whi:ch made a steady max2mum read.

ing on the meter dUticult to obtain. Etf'ol"'t made 'to secure replacements 

for these tubes was · to no avail. 

The accuracy attained in measuring the frequency w1 th standing 

waves was greater than that attained with a wavameter calibrated f'rom th-ese 

meuur-em.mt:e. A resonant type waveme'te.r., the Navy tg,pe. TS-14'1/uP,- maJd.ng 

uae of wave guide sections, was also used to determine the i"requeney of the 

klystron oaeillator. It could be read with an absolute error not lea.a than 

two megaeyclea. This wavam.eter measured the frequency of the microwaves 

direo:ted in'to the specimen gas. its phyaieal lo.cation being between the output 

ot the TS-35 and the speoimen ehamber. 

The schematic of the difference amplitier 1.a in Fig. 7. This 

circuit makes use 0£ a twill triode tube. the 6SN7. The purpose of the 

dilf erence amplifier is to obtain a wl tage proportional to the dil'f-erence 

bet.ween the two potentials, E]. and Ez-• The potential :m1 ia placed. on the 

grid o£ the first triode · and the potential E2 · is pla.eed. on the grid of ~ 

second triode. The plate 'Voltage output or the aecond triode. E0 • is then 
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TABLE III 

~ 

FREQUENCY DETERMINATION 

REPELLER GRID OATHETOMETER AVERAGE DIFFERENCE 
VOLTS READINGS (CM.) (RAIP-WAVE LENG'l'HS) 

l?O 40.755 
39.206 
37.-416 
as.915 
M.26.5 
32 .• 656 1.640 

160 40.161 
38 .. 650 
36.945 
36.035 
n,260 
31.400 l.742. 

150 40.390 
38.550 
36.790 
34.950 
33.!36 
.31.-490 1.780 

140 40.200 
38.445 
36~610 
M.825 
3J.U5 
31.2&5 l.787 

120 40 .• 930 
39.0SQ 
S'l.225 
35.325 
33.395 
31.515 1.883 

100 39.820 
f{l.590 
35.715 
33.6«> 
31.775 
29.890 1.986 



REPELLER GB.ID 
VOL!S 

40 

0 

TABLB III (com•n) 

e~i.mru. 
READINGS (OM.} 

39 .• 826 
31.840 
35 .• 710 
33.445 
8l~J40 
29,630 

4l~Z75 
ss~mo 
31;290 
ll.966 
32.~635 
30~9'15 

40~15 
38~575 
36~.240 
3.3~9170 
s1;1,o 
29~980 

40.840 
39;190 
ss~1·ss 
34.496 
82~.!55 
29:!no 

41 . .-940 
39~710 
37;410 
35.120 
12;eas 
30;510 

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE 
(HALFJ'AVE LENGms} 

2.184: 
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taken off as the amplified difference 0£ these two potentials. This output 

voltage is determined tram. the ehara.oteristics of the tube and the cirouit. 

The output. E0 ,. 1a given by the t0:1"JJDlla. S 

uere J1 = tube amplification f'a.oto,r 

A• circuit amplification factor 

rp • ~e pl~te resistance 

and A= R+rp 

201 + 1)1\: . 

The aens1tivi:ty of the difterenee amplifier was determined by finding the 

nd.n:hmm, poten.ti.al dittersice (E1 .. Eel whieh would produce an observable 

indi..cation on the trace 0£ the oacUlosnope. The sensitivity so determined 

was .found t o be 0.4 volt for the 5 inch oscilloscope using e. 2 kilovolt 

aooel .... ting potential.. 
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CRAP'l'ER IV 

A micron.ve spe"C'trosoope tor the 3 to 4. 5 centimeter wave length range 

was constructed using available war-surplus equ1pmem.,. 

The mi.crowave trequeney was meQ;SUred by two methods. First. the 

frequenoy of the ~crowaves wa.a found by determining their wave length malcing 

use of standing waves. The t'requencies so obtained had an average dm.,a.tion 

from the mean of 5.14 per cen:t. Then these results were used to calibrate 

the waveme-ter used in the spectroscope. The calibrated wavemeter could be 

read with an absolute error of not leas than two mega.cycles. 

No absorption lines were found in using the microwave spectroscope tor 

trial runs made on air. carbon dioxide and smoke •. The comparatively law 

frequeney output of the microwave oscill.ator and accompanying transmission 

system ued definitely limited the number ot gases that could be investi.gated. 
. I 

For example. iodine monochloride has absorption lines wit.bin the range of 
. ' 

this equipment.1 However. the boiiing point of this compound ia 97° Centi-
" 

grade and to use it in the gaseous ( state would require a device. suoh. as a. 

steam jacket. with whiah to surround the specimen chamber. The corrosive 

properties of this gas would lm.doubtedly at.tec.t the silver plating of the 

specimen chalDber. perhaps rendering it useless. Iodine monochloride is pre

pared by saturating liquid chlorine 1d th solid iodine. 2 Thus thi·s gaa would 

be difficult to use or prepare. 

The microwave spectroscope could possibly be used in the ruture for 

l R. T. Weidner• "Microwave Spectrum ot Iodine Monochloride at 4 1/2 
Centimeters Wavelength.." Physicu Review,. ?2 (November,. 1947) • 1268-9. 

2 Jae.ob C.ornog and R. A. Karges, "Preparation o£ Iod.i.ne :Monochlorlde,." 
Journal .American Chemical Society, 54 (July. 1932) • 1882-7. 
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studies of paramagnetism and f'erromagnetism in certain substances. 3 The 

frequency range of this equipment is satisfactory f'or that type of study. 

Recommendations to :f.'uture worker.a on this microwave speotroscope would 

inolude replao.ement of the c.urrent.regulator tubes in the TS-35; replacement 

of the reaonant type wavemeter used with a JllDJ:e accurate one; provision for 

use ot frequency doubler circuits# thereby increasing the number of gases 

that .could be il:Nestigated with the spectroscope; provi.sion or means for 

applying magnetic and ele:etrost&tic fields to the specimen ehamber; applying 

treqwmoy markers to 'the het~yne setup J 4 end the use or standard 3 o.enti-

metel" wave guide throughout the microwave transmission system. This in e£-

feet would mean replacing the TS-35 w1 th a diff'erent microwave aource. one 

of gres:ter i'requen.cy range and one whiah incorporates standard wave guide. 

This would enable, with proper choice of equipment_. tile procurement of 

parts for the spectroscope trom commercial sources. 

3 c. Kikuchi and R. D. Spence_. uw.orowave Methods in Phyalcs II Micro
wave Absorption in Paramagnetic Substances." Ameriean Journal !!!_ Phya1es. 18 
(Aprila 19.50). 161- 182. 

4 Robert L. Carter and William V. Smith. . "Microwave Spectrum Frequency 
Markers." Physical Re~-. '72 (November. 1947) • 1265-6. 
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